A texture that has a microstructure with arrangements of cyclic micrometric projections generates various effects on human skin owing to mutual contact. The mechanical effects, such as stimulus of the skin, owing to contact with such microstructures are complicated because of the skin structure itself. The evaluation of the effects is necessary for control and design of the microstructure. Since experimental measurements are relatively difficult, numerical analyses are effective for detailing and objectively evaluating the mechanical effects on human skin. For this reason, numerical analyses of the effects of surface textures on skin were performed in this study. In particular, differences caused by cyclic variations of the texture were ascertained for the evaluation. Pressure, von Mises stress, etc., of the skin sensory organs were ascertained by performing numerical modeling of the situations where the texture touches the skin. The results of the analyses showed several characteristic effects such as negative pressure at the boundary of the horny layer and epidermis. The negative pressure was increased according to the increase of texture cycle. The von Mises stress at shallow positions changed characteristically, whereas von Mises stress at deep positions decreased monotonously with an increase of texture cycle. The von Mises stress at a shallow position of the dermis had a local minimum value for a particular texture cycle without monotonous increasing or decreasing.
Introduction
There are various products that come in direct contact with human skin; such products include clothes, poultices, and face packs among other things. Effects on the skin due to the contact with such products have been studied in the fields of apparel, medical care, and cosmetics [1, 2] . The effects to the skin are highly influenced by the shape and material of the contact part within such products. By observing the shape of these products in detail, it can be seen that they are a microstructure having variations where the texture arrangement exhibits cyclic micrometric projections.
On the other hand, there are many types of sensory organs within human skin. Typical skin sensory organs that respond to mechanical stimulation are the Meissner's corpuscles, Ruffini endings, Pacinian corpuscles, and Merkel discs [3] [4] [5] . Various effects are generated by the propagation of force from the skin surface to these sensory organs of the inner skin owing to contact with a texture; many studies have been conducted to investigate these effects. Focusing on a texture of contactant, there are studies regarding the relationship between fabric haptics and physical properties [6] [7] [8] . In these studies, humans touched various fabrics and evaluated contact-feeling in multiple representations: warm, soft, smooth, and so on. The effects of touch were related to both the feeling and the physical properties of the fabrics. Whereas there are effects that humans can perceive like fabric haptics, there are also effects that humans cannot perceive like autonomic reflex.
The relationship between this autonomic reflex and relief have been studied. Focusing on skin sensory organs, there are studies of autonomic reflex by animal experimentation [9, 10] . In those studies, the autonomic reflex of rats was confirmed when their skin was stimulated using a microneedle as a texture.
Since direct measurement of a human skin is difficult, numerical analyses are effective in developing a detailed objective evaluation of the mechanical effects. Many numerical studies of the human skin exist in literatures. Focusing on skin properties, the studies ascertained the physical properties and constitutive law of the skin through comparison between the numerical analysis and experiments [11, 12] . Further, there are studies where the wrinkles Ishino Takayuki, Sakuma Atsushi 64 of the skin [13, 14] and fingerprints [15] were simulated by focusing on a skin structure. There are also studies where stress, strain, and other properties of the skin resulting from outside stimuli were ascertained by numerical analyses [16] [17] [18] . In particular, there are studies that analyze the stress concentration at the location of the sensory organs [19, 20] . However, in many analyses investigating texture contact with the skin, the texture is only one type.
Investigations of the various effects due to the texture change are effective for designing surface texture of contactant. Therefore, this study aims to investigate the mechanical effects on the skin due to cyclic variation of the texture by using numerical analyses. Quasistatic stimulations due to the variation of texture arrangement were modeled, and the results of the numerical analyses were compared in order to investigate the texture arrangement of desirable effects and contribute to the design of the texture. The stimulation can be divided into quasi-static and dynamic ones. The focus in this paper is the quasi-static stimulation for the indentation of wearing state.
The topic of dynamic stimulation will be studied in future work.
Analysis model
The human skin consists of horny layer, epidermis, and dermis in sequence from the skin's surface. A schematic of this model is shown in Figure 1 . As shown in Table 1 , this structure varies according to body parts [3] [4] [5] . The facial skin was mainly modeled for analyses in this study because of its popularity for applying skin products. This model has advantages that phenomena inside the skin can be easily observed due to the simplicity of its structure, so finite element models were created from this model. Table 2 . The physical properties were set as approximate values based on the average values from previous studies [21, 22] used as references. The thickness of the horny layer (hereafter referred to as "h h ") was varied from 10 μm to 50 μm in order to investigate the differences in individuals and in body parts. The thickness of the epidermis (hereafter referred to as "h e ") was set at 100 μm, and the thickness of the dermis (hereafter referred to as "h d ") was set at 1000 μm. A rigid hemisphere with a radius of 5 μm was defined as an object that indents the horny layer for these analyses. The hemisphere represented the micrometric unit of the texture and the size was assumed thickness of fibers. In other words, the cyclic variation of the texture was the variation of the space between hemispheres (hereafter referred to as "SBH"). The SBH was set from 0 μm to 800 μm by changing the horizontal direction in the skin model and by setting boundary conditions. The 0 μm situation is defined as flat plate indentation. The surface of the horny layer was quasi-statically pressed with a 5 μm indentation by generating a forced displacement of the hemisphere. The hemisphere was moved at 10000 μm/s for 500 μs and then stopped in order to investigate static reactions.
When the hemisphere was in contact with the horny layer, the contact force was calculated by a penalty method, and it was assumed that there was no friction for simplification. The penalty method is a standard method of calculating contact force. The contact force F can be expressed as equation (1) [23]:
Here, f is the penalty factor, K is the Bulk modulus, A is the contact area, V is the contact element volume, l is the penetration depth, n is the vertical vector of the contact surface, and k is the contact spring stiffness.
Numerical analyses were performed using these settings in order to ascertain parameters. For example, there were stresses in the dermis and a reaction force on the hemisphere when pressed onto As a whole procedure in the numerical analysis in this paper, analyses for validity of the model were discussed and then main analyses to investigate the influence on the skin were performed. In the consideration of model validity, the validity of the model were evaluated by skin destruction analyses in terms of the unbreakable nature of the skin. In addition to the skin destruction analyses, we also examined the validity of analysis by comparing theoretical and numerical calculations.
Analysis results
The Table 1 . Additionally, the destruction analyses also confirmed that the skin is the most unbreakable for horny layer thickness of 10 μm. The horny layer thickness was then varied in the range 10 μm -50 μm, since this thickness dimension of the model is believed to be generally appropriate in terms of the unbreakable nature of the skin.
Next, the validity of the model was established by comparing theoretical calculations and numerical analysis. Since stresses can be easily obtained by a theoretical calculation for the case of flat plate indentation, the validity of the model is considered by comparing the theoretical calculations and the numerical analyses results. It is considered that three-layer was bound on the bottom and both sides as shown in Figure 2 (c). In this case, the vertical stress σz is calculated for each layer using equation (2). (2) Here, δ is the indentation depth, T i is the thickness before deformation, and E ci is the specific Young's modulus. The specific
Young's modulus of each layer is provided by equation (3) (2) and (3)) for a vertical stress in the dermis caused by a flat plate indentation is shown in Figure 5 . From Figure 5 , it can be seen that the vertical stress in the dermis is consistent with the theoretical calculations and the results of the numerical analyses.
From the numerical analyses, a relationship between the SBH and vertical reaction force on the hemisphere is shown in Figure   6 . It can be seen that phase significantly changes at the boundary of 200 μm SBH. The reaction force is essentially constant when the SBH is greater than 200 μm, whereas the reaction force increases for an SBH under 200 μm. Regarding the differences in the thickness of the horny layer, it can be observed that the same reaction force is obtained when the SBH is narrow. However, the reaction force increases with the thickness of the horny layer when the SBH is wide.
A relationship between the pressure under the hemisphere and depth from the skin surface for horny layer thickness of 10 μm is shown in Figure 7 . It can be seen that negative pressure is generated at the boundary of the horny layer and the epidermis with an increase in the SBH. The negative pressure is caused by tension in the deformation due to the large difference of the Young's modulus between the horny layer and the epidermis.
A relationship between the SBH and the pressure in the dermis is shown in Figure 8 . It can be seen that the pressure on each position of the dermis is maximized at SBH = 0 and decreases monotonously with an increase in the SBH. The pressure difference depending on a difference of h h is large, and the slight difference due to the depth is observed in pressure variation.
A relationship between the SBH and the von Mises stress in the dermis is shown in Figure 9 . In comparison between pressure and Mises stress from Figure 8 Mises stress value for SBH range of 500 μm-800 μm is higher than the value for SBH at 0 μm. This means that stronger shear stress is applied than when pressing with a flat plate. It is considered that the variation difference between Su and Si was generated by stress concentration due to indentation, and the variation difference between shallow points (Su and Si) and deep points (Du and Di)
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Discussion
In this study, the hemisphere radius was set to 5 μm by imitating thickness of fibers. The influence of the hemisphere size is relatively small as the condition of this paper in the indentation process.
The characteristic reaction on the von Mises stress was found at the shallow depth of the dermis in the numerical analyses. It is possible to expect that the stresses monotonically decrease or increase based on the increase of SBH. However, contrary to this expectation, the von Mises stress has a local minimum value in SBH of 100 μm-150 μm as shown in Fig. 9(a) . Therefore, this result implies that it is possible for a particular texture cycle to weakly irritate the skin. The optimum texture cycle for weakening skin irritation is 100-150 μm, and this result seems to be effective in actual product design.
On the other hand, when the SBH was wide, the von Mises stress at point Si became smaller and the von Mises stress at point Su became larger. This means that stress concentration is generated at sensory organs. The stress concentration has been known to occur in a structure where papillary layer of dermis deeply penetrates epidermis such as the skin of the palm [19, 20] . It is shown by the numerical analyses that the stress concentration occurs in more simple structure where the boundary of dermis and epidermis are parallel to the skin surface.
It is known that the skin sensory organs in the shallow position have a narrow receptive field, and the skin sensory organs in the deep position have a wide field in experiments. In the numerical analysis of this paper, the values of the stress were almost the same at the evaluated points Du and Di same as former paper [3, 5] . This signifies that nearly the same stimulation occurs in the deep dermis regardless of the pressing position on the horny layer.
In other words, the result from the numerical analyses shows that the skin sensory organ in the deep position has a wide receptive 
Conclusion
The mechanical effects on the skin due to textures of contactant were studied by using numerical analyses. In particular, the differential effects on the skin due to the cyclic variation of textures were studied in detail. Several characteristic effects were found via the analysis. Negative pressure was found at the boundary of the horny layer and the epidermis. The negative pressure increased according to an increase in the texture cycle. The von Mises stress at the shallow positions changed characteristically. The von Mises stress at a shallow position of the dermis had a local minimum value for a particular texture cycle without monotonous increase or decrease. Therefore, the result that the texture cycle 100-150μm
is optimal in terms of skin stimulations may contribute to the evaluation of control and texture design of contactant.
